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1.  Introduction. 
The  purpose  of  this  paper  is to  investigate the  ways  in which 
consumer  anticipations  data  on  real  income  growth  might  bave  empi-
rical  significance  for  the  aggregate  saving/consumption  function. 
Using a  general error correction modelling approach,  we  search for  an 
acceptable consumption  function for UK  quarterly data over  1974-1984. 
We  then explore the effects of the E.E.C.  consumer  anticipations data 
on  real  income  and  compare  it  with  the  extrapolative  schemes 
frequently used. 
The  conversion of  qualitative responses  to a  quantitative  form 
has  been  the  subject  of  an  increasing number  of  studies  in  the  last 
two  years.  A survey  of  the various approaches  used  in the  literature 
can  be  found  in Praet  (1983)  and  Pesaran  (1984).  It is worth  noticing 
that,  with  the  exception  of  Batchelor  ( 1983),  attention  has  been 
devoted  to  Business  surveys.  Consequently  almost  all  the  empirical 
work  relates  to  surveys  with  three  response  categories  while  most 
household  surveys use questions with five categories of response. 
The  survey  data  that  we  use  is  the  EEC  conSUJDer  survey  on 
households  income  and  inflation  expectations.  This  survey  has  five 
response  categories  and  asks  households  to  rank  their  perception  of 
changes  in  their  past  living  standard  and  to  forecast  changes  in 
their future  living standard. 
Now  clearly in order to reduce  the risk  of a  type  I  error,  one 
should  proceed  by  incorporating  the  survey  responses  in  the  model 
rather  than  following  a  two-step  procedure  consisting  of,  first, 
constructing an  index  of  expectations  and,  second,  incorporating  the 
latter in  the model.  In  other words,  values  of  the  parameters  which 
enter  the  consumer's  sentiment  index  should  be  jointly determined  by 
the  survey  data  and  by  data  on  consumption  (or  saving)  and  its 
determinants rather than solely by the former. 
However  the functional  form adopted  is  likely to be  of  crucial 
importance.  The  methodology  we  adopt  in  searching  for  an  adequate 
specification rests on  three assumptions: -3-
(Al)  expeotations  ought  to  be  related  to  perceptions  rather  than 
observations of the past; 
(A2)  the  "best"  functional  form  on  peroeptione  is  likely  to  be  also 
the moat appropriate in modelling expectations; 
(A3)  the  "best  ..  functional  form  on  perceptions •Y be  selected  from 
the  econometric  performance  of  the  survey  data  in  relation  to 
observed past events . 
Notice that only  (Al)  is a  testable hypothesis  from  the  survey 
data  and  that  it  is  especially  justified  when  one  suspects  the 
presence  of  a  systematic bias  due  for  instance to  the  nature  of  the 
sample. 
In  section  2  we  discuss  some  general  principles  which  should 
lie behind the  construction of  a  quantitative index  of  perception of 
past  income  changes.  Section  3  compares  the  relative  merits  of 
various  methods  on  econometric  grounds:  Batchelor· s  method;  Taylor 
approximations  and  Pade  approximant&.  Section  4  is  devoted  to  the 
selection  of  an  aggregate  saving  (consumption)  function.  Finally, 
section  5  shows  the  impact  of  income  expectations  comparing  the 
E.E.C.  survey  with  the  more  traditional  scheme  of  rational 
expectations. -4-
2.  Properties of an iDdex  of perception of past events. 
t.l.  Consider the following question:  "compared  to twelve months  ago, 
is your  real inoo•  (i)  a  lot higher  ?  (ii) a  little higher  ?  (iii) 
about  the same  ?  (iv) a  little smaller ?  (v)  a  lot smaller ? 
Let  n1t,  ~~ n3t,  D.tt,  nst be the percentages  of  answers  in eaoh 
category  at  period  t  and  denote  respectively  by  tt  and  1t  the 
observed  and  estimated  perceived rate  of  growth  of  aggregate  real 
inoome. 
Consider next  the index 
t:  = f(Dt,  t)  (1) 
whioh  aggregates  the  survey data in a  quantitative manner.  Choice  of 
£(.)  should  be  guided  in the  first  instance  by  whether  it satisfies 
some  desirable properties in Dt  [Dt = (n1t, ...  , nst)]. 
2. 2.  An  obv1ous  property is weak  monotonioity:  whenever  a  household 
changes  its beliefs by  moving  from  a  lower  to a  higher  category  (e.g. 
from  n5  to  n4)  the  index  should  increase.  Mathematically,  this  says 
that for all t: 
i  < j.  (Pl) 
This also implies that  the increase in the index is larger when 
a  household  moves  up more  than one  category  than when  it moves  up  a 
single category: 
>- - for all i<k<j.  (Pl') -5-
a.a.  Extending this a  little~ we  llight want  the increase in the  index 
to  be  an  increasing  function  of  the  number  of  categories  the 
household .aves up.  This stroDger .onotonioity ooDdition ..aunts to: 
- - - >  - - for h-i > j-t >  0  and all t.  (P2) 
2.4.  Category  3  plays  the  role  of  a  natural  origin  and  one  might 
require that : 
for i  <  3 and  j  >  3  (P3) 
In other words,  an  individual moving  from  category  3  raises  (lowers) 
the index when  he  moves  to category 2 or 1  (4  or  5). 
2.s.  Properties Pl-P3 seem  unexceptionable on  the assumption that  the 
survey data is unbiased at least as far as perceptions are oonoerned. 
A more  debatable property would  be  symmetry  of  the effects on  either 
side of  category 3: 
(P4) 
In  addition  to  (P3)  and  (P4 ),  the  consumers_  sentiment  index 
published  by  the  EEC  imposes  the  oardinalization  that  "a  lot"  is 
twice  "a little": 
a£  a£ 
-1- = 
atls  an. 
2  ,  (PS) -6-
and  the condition  -- (P6) 
•·  1.  It Jlllst  be  emphasized  that.  though  reasoDable  at  first  eight. 
Pl-P3  are  actually  highly  restrictive.  Indeed.  even  if  there  is  no 
bias in the  survey and  if all individuals in the population perceive 
their growth rate of  income  perfectly.  there will not  exist an  index 
such  that  tt  •  tt  since  household's  answers  are  not  weighted 
according  to  their  position  in  the  income  distribution.  Never-
theless,  in view  of  (A3),  we  proceed  to  model  (1)  to  Ddnimize  the 
divergence between tt and tt. 
2.7.  It  is  most  likely  that  respondents  views  are  not  time 
independent  and  more  precisely  not  independent  of  the  previous 
evolution  of  income.  Indeed  a  given  rise  may  be  considered  as 
important  in  a  period  of  slow  growth  and  small  or  moderate  in  a 
period of  sustained growth.  Therefore we  write  (1)  as: 
(2) 
assuming  that all time  dependence  of  the  form  of f(.)  is captured in 
tt-l.  In  (  2)  cc  is a  vector  of  parameters  and  the  error  terms  et  are 
assumed  to  be  distributed  independently  of  !t  with  mean  zero  aDd 
• 
constant variance. 
2. 1.  Individuals  form  expectations  by  comparison  with  the  level  of 
the  variable  they  actually  perceive.  Consequently  an  index  of 
expectations  should not  be  constructed  independently  of  the  data  on 
perceptions.  In  Pesaran  (1984)  the  expectation  errors  depend  syste-
·matically on  the  gap  between  peceptions  and  reality;  this  coues  from 
the  assumption  that  the  disturbances  in  the  expectation  relation 
follow a  first-order regressive scheme.  Although Pesaran found  strong 
empirical  support  for  this  ARl  process  in his  study  on  the  British 
manufacturing  sector,  we  prefer the  following  assumption  which  makes 
the  links more  explicit. -7-
Let lit be  the survey data  on  the expected growth  of  inoODae  and 
denote  by  tYt+i  the  level  of  income  for  period t+l as  expected at  t. 
A88UIIing  that  ( 2)  oan be expressed as 
(3) 
we  get: 
(4) 
and  therefore 
(5) 
will be both a  plausible and  operational hypothesis. 
In an  empirical application where  ttt+l enters as  an  exogeneous 
variable,  it  seems  preferable  not  to  impose  a  priori  the  equality 
between  ex  and  ex'  (1  and  -.·)  but  rather  to  consider  it  as  an 
hypothesis  to be tested (as well ass' = 0,  •  = 0 and  so forth). 
The  data we  use  throughout  this paper is quarterly for the UK 
over  the period 1974:2  to 1984:4  giving a  total of  43  observations. -8-
3.  Modelling income  growth. 
a.t.  Batchelor's Method 
In  his  study  of  consumer· s  inflation  expectations  Batchelor 
( 1983)  proposed  an  extension  of  the  Carlson  and  Parkin  ( 1975) 
approach  to the  quantification  of  survey  data.  Mutatis  autandis,  it 
can easily be  applied to inoome. 
Let  f(xt)  be  the  subjective  probability density  function  with 
mean  ILt  and  variance  a2t  of  an  economic  variable  x.  Denote  by  5  the 
"just noticeable difference"  around  x  •  0,  by s+  (s-)  the  subjective 
estimate  of  x  such that  an  individual  answers  "a  lot  better  (worse) 
instead of  ··a  little better  (worse)··.  Next,  to be  operational assume 
that  f (x),.  ~t+,.  1t- and  6  are  identical  for  all  individuals  and 
moreover  that f(x)  has  the form  of a  logistio function. 
It then follows  that 
(6.1) 
2xlt - x2t  - Xst 
- +  1tt=-1tt  (6.2) 
X2t 
1 
Ot  =- 2~~-t  (6.3) 
X2t  +  X3t 
X2t  - X3t 
st  =  11-t  ,  (6.4) 
X2t  +  X3t 
where  the  xjt' s  are  the  abscissae  of  the  logistic  function 
corresponding to the probabilities Dst,  nst +  U.t,  nst + n4t  +  ~t, nst + 
n4t  +  n3t  +  Dzt  respectively. -9-
In order to estimate  (8.1)  we  oan  either oouider  s+  ooutant 
over  time or as8UJD8  soae adaptative behavior ..ohania using observed 
past values  (of.(2) supra). 
Batchelor  offers  an  elegant  justification  of  bis  approaoh 
drawing  on  experU.ntal  psychology.  UnfortUDately  this  is  not 
oostless  [of.  Pesaran  ( 1984b)] :  ( i) fr011  an  apirioal point  of vin, 
the assumptions  required turn out to be far mre restriotive than  for 
.ore  direct  methods;  ( ii)  Batchelor's  (or  Car  leon  and  Parkin  •  s) 
•asure  does  not  satisfy  property  (Pl)  (for  instance  if  n1+~  >  . 5 
than an  increase in pessimism given  by ~  •  -~  >  0  increases  the 
index ! )  and  (iii) the measure  breaks  dOYD  whenever  one  n1  vanishes . 
Thft  application  of  Batchelor's  method  to  perceptions  of  the 
growth  rate  of  disposable  income  appears  quite  disappointing.  Under 
the  assumption  that  ~t+  is constant  over  time,  we  obtain  ~t+  = -.004 
( t-stat.  = .  28)  while  setting  ~t+  t = ito  +  • 1  ~lnYt_1 yields  so  =  -.  008 
(.52)  and  •1 =- 1.97  (3.67) with an  R2  of  .15  . 
Notice  however  that  in  the  case  of  inflation  perception, 
Batchelor's  approach  yields  more  encouraging  results.  As  households 
faoe  more  or less the  same  prioe movements  the assumption  of a  given 
probability distribution is uuoh  more  realistic. 
a.2.  Taylor Approximations 
a.2.1. A straightforward  "direct"  method  consists  of  taking  a  first 
order Taylor approximation  (around  an  arbitrary base  point  n)  which 
amounts  to expressing  (1}  as 
(7) 
Obviously  (7)  is simply an  extension of Anderson  (1952). 
Whether  or  not  one  includes  a  constant  term  in  ( 7  )·  depends  on 
whether  one  believes  there  is an  unexpected  trend  in  income  growth. -10-
If households oorreotly peroeive general inoa.e growth,  then all suoh 
growth will be incorporated into revisions of  the  Dtt·  However  if the 
functional  form  is  in  fact  ·nonlinear,  then,  even  if  household' a 
perceptions  are correct,  ohanqes  in the frequencies  are not  linearly 
transformed into income  ohanges.  In  these  oiraumetanoes  the  constant 
term  reflects  the  path  of  inOOlD8  growth  not  incorporated  into  a 
linear  function  of  the  frequencies.  Of  oourse  households  •Y also 
have  imperfect  perceptions  in  which  case  the  coutant  tem  also 
reflects  the  growth  in  income  which  is  unaccompanied  by  changes  in 
the frequencies. 
The  estiation  of  ( 1)  using  the  rate  of  growth  of  real 
disposable  income  ftt=CYt-Yt-t> /Yt_,]  as endogeneous  variable yields: 
'tt = -.132  +  1.116 n1t  +  .258  ~t +  .454  ~t- .314  Jlst  (8) 
(1.7)  (1.9)  (1.3)  (2.1)  (2.5) 
R2  =  .675;  D.W.  = 1.56;  L= 108.6. 
However  imposing property  (P2),  i.e. 
yields: 
'tt =  -.027  +  1.271 Dtt  +  .155  ~t- .019  ~t- .159  Jlst  (9) 
(.5)  (2.0)  (.8)  (-)  (1.2) 
R2  = .  64 6;  D. W.  = 1. 52;  L = 106. 8  . 
Furthermore dropping the constant  term gives: 
tt = 1.132 n1t  +  .104  ~t - .021 n4t- .226 nst  (10) 
(2.1)  (.6)  (-)  (4.9) 
R2  =  . 644;  D. W.  =  1. 50;  L =  106. 6  . -II-
Despite  the  insignificant  DJ  this is oertainly an  illprovment. 
However  if in the spirit of  the EEC.  method  (  oc1  •  2~ •  -2«4  •  - «s) 
we  furthermore  impose  oc1  •  2«t  and  «s  =  2«.t,  then 
Yt  •  . 605  (n1t  +  . 5  ~)  - .168  (. 5  D.tt  +  Dstl  (11) 
(8.9)  (7.2) 
R2  •  .632;  D.W.  •  1.52;  L •  105.9  . 
where,  olearly,  the equality  (in absolute  value)  of  the  two  ooeffi-
oients is rejeoted.  Hevertheless  this gives  some  support  for  the  EEC 
•thod.  The  relati~e weightings  of  «1  and  Cit  and  of  cc4  and « 5  used  in 
the  EEC  •thod  are  appropriate.  But  the  results  indicate  that 
positive  responses  should  probably  reoeive  a  larger  weight  than 
negative  responses.  The  rationale  for  doinq  so may  be  an  asymmetrio 
perception of ohanges in income. 
That  is  if  there  is  a  natural  degree  of  pessimism  in  the 
population  they will  tend  to  overstate  bad  times  or  even  think  of 
constant  real  income  as  a  deterioration  of  their  living  standard. 
Consequently  their  perceptions  are  biased  downwards.  On  the 'other 
hand  they may  well think that things will improve. 
The  overall  outoome  in this case is then  that  we  would  acoept 
(11)  against  (9),  the drop in likelihood beinq within  the  12  critical 
value of  7. 81. 
3.2.2.  On  the  other  hand  approxilllatinq  (2)  instead  of  (1)  gives  an 
estimating equation 
yielding 
tt =  -.103 +  • 84 7 nlt +  , 230 Dft  +  • 385 ~t - . 339  Jlst  +  .195 tt-1 
(1.3)  (1.3)  (1.1)  (1.5)  (2.0)  (1.6) 
(13) 
R2  =  .694  D.W.  =  1.95 L = 109.9  . - 12-
!'he survey data are in theJI8elves  significantly related to tt: 
the  hypothesis  oc1  •  0  for all i  is rejected: 
tt = .004  +  . 669  tt-1 
(1.0)  (5.'7) 
R2  =  .443;  D.W.  = 2.01;  L = 97.0  . 
(14) 
which  shows  that  the  survey  data  does  at  least  better  than  a  ARl 
p.rooess.  However  on  a  t-test  the  frequency  nst  is  the  most  signi-
ficant expectation variable whilst n4t  has the wrong sign. 
Dropping  the  constant  in  (13)  hardly  affects  the  results. 
However  imposing as  before "2 •  . 5 « 1  and  cc4 =  . 5 « 5  gives : 
tt =  . 4 78  (n1t  +  . 5 ~t) - .134 (. 5  n4t  + Dst)  +  . 251 tt-1  ( 15) 
(5.3)  (4.8)  (2.1) 
R2  =  . 66 7;  D. W =  2 . 04;  L  =  108. 1  . 
which  appears  as  the  best  equation  in this class  of  models.  On  a  t-
test  with  this  restricted  form  of  equation,  one  would  accept  ( 15) 
against  (9)  so  that  the  way  in which  households  perceive  changes  in 
growth  depends  on  the.;prevailing  rate  of  growth.  But  then  also  one 
would accept  (15)  against  (13)  on a  likelihood ratio test. 
3.2.3. Taking a  .. translog" approximation of  (2)  yields 
i  = 1,5 ;  i- 3.  (16) 
Still,  despite  its  attractions,  ( 16)  also  has  some  short-
comings.  In particular,  properties  (Pl) and  {P2)  can  only be verified 
locally since  at[ I an1  =  cc1/n1 .  However  the  a  priori  sign  conditions 
remain unchanged. -13-
Regressing (16)  with A.Yt/Yt-t  as dependent variable yields 
tt •  .197+.038 ln n1t+.023 ln Dzt+.112 ln D..tt-.072 ln n5t+.196 tt-l 
(1.4) (1.3)  (. 73)  (1.4)  (2.1)  (1.5) 
(17) 
R2=  .686;  L=109.3;  D.W=1.90. 
In terms of empirioal performanoe this is pretty muoh  identioal 
to  ( 13),  perhaps  marginally  worse.  Though,  judged  from  the  sample 
means  of  the  frequencies,  the  distribution  of  expeotations  in  the 
survey is positively skewed.  So  to give due  weight  to  the  lower  end 
of  the distribution,  a  suitable transformation  of  frequencies  may  be 
the  log.  Setting «1  =  2«2  and  «s  =  2«4  does  not  make  too Dllch  sense 
in this context  although it allows  us  to  conceal  the  incorrect  sign 
of  n..t: 
tt = .044+.034(ln n1t+.5 ln n2t)-.029( .5 ln ~t+ln  n5t)+.244 tt_1 
(.4)  (1.9)  (1.4)  (2.2) 
(18) 
R2  =  .664;  L =  107.8;  D.W  =  1.96 
and without a  constant  term: 
tt = .021  (ln n1t+.5 ln ~t)-.043 (ln n4t+.5 ln n5t)+.264 tt_1 
(4.9)  (5.1)  (2.1) 
(18) 
R2  = .659;  L = 107.6;  D.W = 1.98 
Once  could also argue that the I 1  ln n1t  - 1 and  therefore  that 
n3  should  not  have  been  deleted.  Technically  speaking,  this  is 
correct  but still yields  cx4  positive when  unrestricted. -14-
a.a.  Pade  approximanta 
~her approximation  methods  could  have  been  applied  to  (1)  or 
(2).  For  instance  the Pade  approximanta,whioh  ~oved to be  useful  in 
the context of  complete demand  systemel,  yield  [a~oximatiDg (1)): 
(19) 
The  interesting feature of  (24)  is that the attJani  DOY  depends 
on  the aotual tr.  Indeed 
at~ 
- =  (1  + !1  11  nitJ-l  («1  -11 tt) 
ani 
so  that  there  is  no  longer  any  a  priori  reason  to  approxiate  (2) 
instead of  (!) .. Moreover  in the three category survey  (19) reduces  to 
/--« o  +  cr+  n•  t  +  cr n-t 
Yt' = --'  -------
This  is  a  generalised  form  of  Pesaran  •  s  ( 1984)  method  which 
results  when  «o  and  1- are set equal to zero. 
Again  properties like  (Pl)  and  (P2)  cannot  be  imposed  globally 
but only at a  given values of Yt. 
1  Cf.  Simmons  and Weiserbs  (1979). -15-
The  eatt.ation of  (19)  gives 
-.033 +  1.02 n1t  - .143 Dtt  +  .170  D.tt  - .169  Jlst 
(.56)  (.69)  (.71)  (.67)  (.73) 
tr  = ------------------------------------------- (20) 
1  +  18.5 D1t  - 7.30 ~  - 97  n.t  + -.32 Dst 
(.67)  (.85)  (.27}  (.13) 
R2  •  .747; .l= 113  9;  D.W.  •1  .. 94. 
As  a  consequence  of  the  clear  overparametrization  implied  by 
(19)  several  simplifications  are  equally  accepted.  Among  those, 
constraining  u0,  14  and 15  to zero yields: 
1. 50  nlt  - . 278  ~t +  .133 n4t  - . 273  nst 
(2.2)  (2.0)  ( 1.4}  (2.4) 
y~ =  (21} 
1  +  29.9 nlt  - 11.1 ~t 
(1.6)  (2.5) 
R2  =  . 7  32  ;  L = 112  7;  D. W.  = 1. 80 
On  the  statistical  likelihood  basis,  (21)  outperforms  the 
linear  approximation2.  However  the  interpretation  of  the  parameters 
is not  easy especially in a  period where  the rate of growth of  income 
has more  or  less  oscillated around zero.  Moreover  its integration in 
an  econometric  model  is  likely to  be  computationaly  heavy.  We  will 
therefore  keep  ( 15)  as  the  most  appropriate  functional  form  to 
incorporate  households  income  expectations  in  a  saving/consumption 
model. 
2  To  estimate  (25)  it is recommended  to  first  estimate  (12)  and  fix 
the  «i' s  in order to obtain suitable initial conditions for  the li  • s. -16-
4 .  An  Aggregate  CoUUD~ption-Savinga Kodel 
The  purpose  of  this  section  is  to  search  for  an  appropriate 
savings/consumption  function in which  we  can  evaluate  the ..  rita of 
households'  inoome  expectations provided by  the  EEC  survey.  We  shall 
first  outline  our  econometric  methodology,  theu  ohoose  a  functional 
form  and  finally  test  various  hypotheses  within  the  retained 
framework. 
4.1.  Methodology 
4.1.1.  A qeneral  dynamic  process  for  determining  changes  in  eoonomio 
behaviour  would  relate  such  changes  to  past  values  of  the  variable 
itself  and  of  exogenous  variables  and  to  changes  in  the  values  of 
exogenous  variables.  This approach could be  applied to consumption  or 
savings  behaviour  (or  their  logs)  or  to  the  ratio  of  either  to 
income.  For  the  sake  of  simplicity,  we  shall  limit  the  presentation 
of  the  dynamics  to  the  case  of  a  one  period  lag.  In  the  empirical 
application using quaterly data,  we  shall consider four  lags as well. 
Denoting  by  V the  endogenous  variable  and  by  I  the  vector  of 
exogenous  variables  (or  their  logs),  let us  assume  that  the  long-run 
equilibrium value of  V,  V*,  is determined by 
(23) 
which  can  be  interpreted  as  a  linear  approximation  to  the  sort  of 
consumption  equation  that  would  result  from  the  life  cycle  hypo-
thesis. 
If consumption  behaviour really is a  dynamdc  adjustment  process 
around  an  optimal  consumption  level  of  a  life cycle  model,  then  the 
vector  I  should,  at  least,  include  disposable  income,  Y,  financial 
assets,  A (A  is defined at the  end  of  the previous  quarter),  and  the 
interest rate,  R,  all in real terms.  Futher.more,  in a  related paper3, 
3  Simmons-Weiserbe  (1986) -17-
where  we  develop  a  JDOdel  which  recognises  the  existence  of  durable 
goods,  we  bave  found  empiL'ioal  support  for  the  inclusion  of  the 
relative price of durables  to  non  durables,  I,  in the  determination 
of  the  aaviDg  ratio.  Lastly,  we  do  not  want  to exclude  a  priori  the 
assumption that the inflation rate,  I  ,  affects the consumption ratio 
aa in Davidson,  Hendry,  Srba and Yeo  (in abort  IIISY)  (1978).  Thus  we 
specify the vector I  as: 
•.1.a. We  then  postulate  that  the  (short-run)  change  in  economic 
behaviour  oan  be  decomposed  into  four  c0111p0nents  and  a  white  noise 
error term ut: 
flVt  =  P.t  (V* t-1  - Vt-1)  +  11-2  (V* t  - V* t-1)  +  11-3  (tV* t+1  - V* t) 
+ Ij lj &jt +  Ut  (24) 
where  p.1  denotes  the proportion of past disequilibrium  "corrected" at 
period  t;  112  and  11-3  respectively  the  proportions  of  current  and 
expected  future  changes  in  equilibrium which  are  taken  into  account 
at period  t  while  ~:J  represents  variables  which  affect  the  adjust-
ment  process  but  have  no  influence  on  the  long  run  (equilibrium) 
solution. 
Given  the  theoretical  arguments  and  empirical  results  avai-
lable,  [  see in particular Deaton  {1977)],  unanticipated inflation is 
a  likely candidate for such a  variable. If inflation expectations are 
generated by 
where It = APt/Pt_1  and P  is the  consumer  implicit deflator,  et being 
a  white noise component,  then unexpected inflation is defined by: 
(25) 
Therefore  we  add  the  variation  of  the  inflation  rate  (hereafter 
denoted  ~s) as  a  variable  which  only  affects  short-run  behavior. -18-
Obviously,  the  same  specification is  obtained  when  household  expect 
the  inflation rate  to reain the  same  as  the  one  prevailing  durinq 
the previous quarter. 
4.t.a.  Since  the  role of  income  expectations  is  the  purpose  of  the 
next  section,  we  provisionally  set  1'-3  = 0,  so  that  (24)  can  be 
written 
(i=1,5;  j=5)  (26) 
Several re.marks_have  to be uade at this stage. 
( i)  The  error  correction  mode 1  [DHSY  ( 19 7  8) ]  can  been  seen  as  a 
particular specification of  (26)  (of.infra). 
(ii) If Z1  = 11  (for  i  = 2  to  5),  then  (26)  is simply  a  reparametri-
zation of  the  .. unconstrained"' dynamic specification 
(27) 
(iii) Indeed,  with  respect  to  (27),  equation  (26)  imposes  k-1 
restrictions  (k  being  the  rank  of  I),  namely  that  the  ratio  between 
the  short  and  the  long  run  effect  of  11  on  V is the  same  for all i. 
This  arises  from  the fact  that in a  model  compatible  with  a  dynaudc 
optimization  the  adjustment  process  depends  on  the  size  of  previous 
disequilibrium independently of its oause. 
(iv)  Thus  from  a  theoretical point  of  view  (27)  is overparametrized 
but it might  not be  a  good  practice to immediately proceed  by  testing 
( 26)  (i.e.  ~=1 3=1 4=0)  against  ( 27) .  Indeed  this  could  lead  us  to 
drop  a  variable  from  the  model  on  the  basis  of  an  insignificant  81 
although  the  change  of  this variable affects  short  run behaviour.  We 
will therefore examine the alternatives 81  = 0;  11  = 0  and  81  = 11  = 0 
for  each  exogenous  variable.  In  other  words,  to  the  extent  that  V*t 
incorporates  the  complete  effects  of  life  cycle  variables,  a  given - 19-
exogenous  variable  should  only  affect  either v•t  or  the  adjust.ent 
prooess.  That is,  in these oirou.tances,  1181  •  0. 
(v)  Equation  (26) also makes  clear that 0  <  p.1  <  2  is necessary for 
behaviour to actually converge to its long run equilibriUJD value. 
4.1.4.  With  the  exception of  income  the  signs  of  the  effects  of  the 
exogenous variables are not determined a  priori.  The  indeterminacy of 
the interest rate effect whioh  combines  an  income  and a  substitution 
effect  is  well  known  Yhile  the  influence  of  assets  on  the  saving 
ratio •Y be  Dllltiple.  In  a  pure  life-oycle  model,  or  in  a  stock 
ajustment  model  it should  be  neqative.  This  is  also  the  oase  in a 
model  which  postulates  that  the  proportionality  between  C  and  Y 
depends  on  the  ratio A/Y.  On  the  other  hand,  everything  else  being 
constant  {income,  interest  rate  and  inflation),  an  increase  in  non-
human  wealth corresponds to a  decrease  of  the  labour  share in income 
and  this  distribution  effect  normally  influences  the  saving  ratio. 
positively.  Also,  the  change  of  assets  may  have  liquidity  effects, 
which  implies  a  short-run  increase  of  the  saving-ratio.  Lastly,  the 
effect of  the relative price of durables to non  durables is likely to 
be  positive  but  not  necessarily  so  (for  instance  if  the  price 
elasticity of durables is less than Ill). 
4.2.  The  choice of the functional  form. 
4. 2.1.  Our  first  task  is  to  choose  the  functional  form  for  the 
dependent  variable  and  the  length  of  the  lags.  The  possibilities 
considered are 
{i}  St = f(lt) 
(ii)  ln St = f(ln It) 
(iii  ln Ct = f ( ln --xt1 
(iv)  ot = f(It) 
(v)  ot = f(ln It) 
where S  is aggregate savings,  C aggregate consumption and o  = S/Y  and 
the possible  length  of  lag is either  one  or  four  quarters.  We  also • 
-20-
include  additive  seasonal  duaades.  Typically  these  were  signifiaant 
with pronounoed  fourth quarter peaks. 
We  choose  between  the  different  models  on  the  basis  of 
transformed  log  likelihoods  of  the  unrestrioted  .odels  FollOYing 
Sargan · ( 1964)  rule4,  and  taking .L( a) as the basis for  ocmaparison,  one 
can easily show  that: 
.L(a)  •  .L(S)  +  T lDI 
L(o) = .L( lnS)  +  T  (lDI. - l.DS.)  , 
L(  o)  =  L( lnC)  +  T (llli - lilt:)  , 
where  L is the  logarithm of  the  likelihood function at its estiated 
•ximum;  T is the number  of observa  tioll8 and  .1.  the mean  of x. 
We  also  use  some  additional  diaqnostio  information  on  the 
models:  tests  of  first  to  fourth  order  autocorrelation  of  the 
residuals and  a  Ramsey  reset test. 
The  results are shown  in Table  1;  the  log  forms  of  consumption 
and  of  the saving ratio domdnate  their linear counterparts as well as 
the  log  of  saving. alone.  First  to  fourth  order  autocorrelation  of 
residuals were  tested and  rejected except  for  the  fourth  order which 
systematically appears  as  significant  when  fourth  order  lags  of  the 
variables were  present.  However  none  of  the models  estimated display 
any  heterosoedastioity and  the  "reset  ••  test was  never significant. 
The  combined  model  includes  the first and  the  fourth  order  lag 
of  the  dependent  variable,  current  as  well  as  the  first  and  fourth 
order lags of  real income,  real financial assets,  the relative price 
of  durables  to  nondurables,  the  real  interest  rate  and  the  rate  of 
inflation together  with  three seasonal  dummdes.  Table  I  presents  the 
log-likelihood  for  this  model  as  well  as  for  one  where  all  fourth 
order  lags  are  supressed  (lag  1)  and  one  where  all first  order  lags 
are suppressed  (~ag 4). 
4  see also Pesaran and Evans  (1984). -21-
Table I: Adjusted Loq litelihooda 
Lag  1  Lag4  lag 1 & 4 
St  144.925  142. 895(*)  150. 384(*) 
ln St  143.900  139.599  150. 057(*) 
lnCt  149.716  142 .443(*)  152. 571(*) 
O't  (levels)  143.754  142. 239(*)  149. 750(*) 
O't  (logs)  149.642  142. 600(*)  152. 685(*) 
Number  of ooeffioients  15  15  21 
(*)  significut  fourth  order  autocorrelation 
Table  I  indicates that the first order lag dominates  the fourth 
order  lag.  The  general model  has  21  parameters;  with  6  restrictions 
the  5%  obi-square  value  is  12.6  so  that  it is  evident  that  we  can 
aooept  the  hypothesis  of  there  being  a  single  lag  of  one  quarter 
length in the  consumption  function  or  the  saving  ratio  in  logs.  But 
we  oannot  accept  the  hypothesis  of  a  single  lag  of  four  quarters 
length. 
Moreover,  given the fourth order autocorrelation present in the 
fourth  order  lag models,  we  decided  to  worlt  with  a  first  order  lag 
exclusively.  In the context of an error correction model  in many  ways 
the first quarter lag makes  more  sense  than a  four  quarter  lag given 
that  a  quarter is the  period  of  observation.  Why  should  adjustments 
in  consumption  respond  to  experience  of  a  year  ago  instead  of 
yesterday? 
Among  the models  with first  order  lags,  the  two  contenders  for 
functional form  are either ln Ct  or  at  which  fairly clearly dominate 
the  others.  A variety of  factors  - not  least of  which  is  the  desire 
to compare  our  results with the  literature - led  us  to  choose  ln  Ct 
as dependent variable  .  .As  a  matter of fact,  the two  models  have  to be -22-
very close:  ln (1-at)  •  ln Ct  ao  that  when  Ot  is  sufficiently close 
to zero,  the  two  functional forms  became  a~t  identioals. 
4.2.2.  Given  the functional  form,  log linear with 6ln Ct  as dependent 
variable,  and a  lag  length  of  one,  we  searoh for  a  .ore parsimonious 
representation  of  the  consumption/savings  function  trying  to  avoid 
the  problems  whioh  arise  from  the  nonUDiquenese  of  sequential 
testing. 
At  each stage following  imposition of  a  restriction,  which  are 
tested either by  likelihood ratio or  t  tests,  we  run  a  Ramsey  reset 
test and an autocorrelation test  (regressing residuals on  four  lagged 
values and the exogeneous  variables as suggested by Durbin  (  1970)] . 
First,  imposing  the  irrelevance  of  the  real  interest  rate  to 
the  entire  model  (B•  = 14  = 0)  yields  a  log  likelihood  of  143. 316 
against  143.911  for  the  unrestricted  model  so  that  this  is  clearly 
accepted. 
However  the results are not satisfactory in many  respects 
lne*t = .117  +  1.06 lnYt- .065  lnAt  +  .006  lnWt- 4.18 It  (eq.  C1) 
(.37)  (30.9)  (2.61)  (.32)  (8.10) 
6ln't = 2. 24  ( ln C"-ln C)t-l + . 334 6lnC"- 8. 93 &nAt+  .145 tllnWt- 7. 64 Mt 
(3.86)  (2.32)  (2.59)  (1.41)  (2.37) 
+  seas.  R2  = .970  s  = .0103  OW=  1.94  L = 143.316 
Indeed,  the value of  ~1 violates the stability condition and  the size 
of  the coefficients  of assets  and  inflation are  not  very  plausible. 
Dropping  the  inflation  rate  from  the  equilibrium  relation  {J35  =  0) 
helps  but  this  amounts  to  imposing  an  unacceptable  restriction  and 
also to  losing the unitary income  elasticity: 
s  of.  Pesaran and Evans  (1984),  Notice however  that  inoo.me  elasticity 
(when  not  imposed  to  be  one)  is  constant  in  the  log-linear  form  of 
consumption  but  depends  on  the  current  value  of  at  in  saving  ratio 
function and also that  the sample mean  of at is  .126 ... -23-
lne'  t  •  . 329  +  . 806  lnYt  +  .136  lnAt  - .  002  lnlt  (eq.  C2) 
( . 28)  ( 10. 9)  ( 1. 75)  ( . 30) 
lllnc;, •.  650 (ln C'-ln C)t-l + .428 t.lnca  t  +. 806 tu.DAt +. 301 tu.DWt- . 331 Mt 
(3. 75)  (2.14)  (3. 76)  (2.17)  (1.81) 
+seas.  R2  •  .962  s  •  .0115  DW  •  2.06  L• 138.131 
As  can  been  seen  from  the  correlation •trix of  the  coeffi-
cients  there  is  strong  interdependence  of  the  income,  assets  and 
inflation  coefficient~.  We  Bdght  reduce  multicollinearity  by  incor-
poratinq  some  non  sample  information.  Firstly,  it is  possible  that 
the  erosion  of  assets  us  overestimated  as  a  substantial  part  of 
wealth is held in real assets.  But  this is certainly not  the  case  in 
our  sample:  replacing  lnA  by  lnA-klnP  yields  a  negative  estimated 
value  for  k  of  -.1.  A  Jmoh  more  plausible  hypothesis  is  the  one 
suggested  by  B-US  namely  that  due  to  inflation  there  exists  a  non 
negligable  difference  between  perceived  and  measured  inoome. 
Following these  auth~rs we  proceed by  "correcting"  income: 
(28) 
Substituting  lnY  by  lny  in  (eq.  Cl)  produces  a  substantial 
reduction in the apparent aulticollinearity with 86  = .102  (1.02)  but 
hardly  modifies  the  values  of  the  coefficients.  This  implies  a 
correction of only 1.6%  (on average)  of quarterly income  with however 
an  important  change  in its dynaDdc  evolution.  Incidentally,  imposing 
the statistically rejected restriction B 5 = 0  shifts B 6  to  .384.  Also 
notice that  (dropping 83  1,  and  15 )  the  model  oan  be  reparametrized 
in a  form very similar to the B-US  function i. e. 
6ln<; = b0 . +  b1 lllnyt + ~  ( lny- lnC)t_1  + ba (  lny -lnA)t-1  + b4 MJU\ 
An  alternative  hypothesis  is that  assets  is  a  proxy  for  some 
sort  of  liquidity constraint.  Assumdng  that this effect  plays  only a 
short  run role and  is better  measured  in  nominal  terms,  we  replace 
6lnAt  by 6lnAt  (A  = P .A)  imposing  first  separately  and  then  jointly -24-
82  •  85  •  0.  In  terms  of  likelihood ratio tests  this also  should  be 
rejeoted. 
However  combining this hypothesis with the oorreotion of inoome 
seems  BlOb more  promising as shown  in table II  ( eq  (g) ) . 
In  all  the  variants.  the  as8UIIPtion  of  a  unitary  inoome 
elasticity (81  =  0)  is easily aooepted.  On  the other  hand  the •xiDml 
likelihood estimate of 86  oscillated between  .091  and  .104.  To  render 
the model  linear we  eventually fixed it at  .10. 
Hext  we  illposed  the  restriction  that  the  relative  price  of 
durables  to nondurables  is important  only  in  the  short  run  and  does 
not  affect  the  life  cycle  level  of  consumption  (83  = 0).  This  is 
easily  accepted.  However  allowing  83  to  be  nonzero  but  imposing 
13  = 0  is  rejected.  So  as  a  result  the  relative  price  appears  to 
influence the short run adjustment process,  perhaps through a  form  of 
relative price expectations  (to justify its positive sign),  but  does 
not to affect the long run  equili~ium. 
TABLE  II.  Log  Likelihoods for Parameter Restrictions 
model  L  .86  (t stat.) 
(a)  eq.  C1  143.316  0. 
(b)  as  (a) &  86  •  0  144.130  .102  (1.02) 
(c)  as  (b)  &  85 =  0  140.217  .384  (3.04) 
(d)  as  (b)  & 81  = 1  144.088  .091  (1.00) 
(e)  as  (a) &  82  =  0;  A-> A  141.802  0. 
(f)  as  {e)  &  85  = 0  129.838  0. 
(g)  as  (b)  &  .82  =  .Bs  = 0;  A-> A  143.670  .103  (6.12) 
(h)  AS  (g)  &  .Bl  =  1  143.581  .104  (6.19) 
(i)  as  (h) &  83  =  0  143.039  .1  ( -- ) -25-
The  regression oorreeponding to (i) is 
~t  •  -.019  +  lnyt 
(3.02) 
(eq.  C3) 
Aln<=t •1.  602  ( ln c-'-ln Clt-t  +. 325 AlnC* t-4. 867 61.DAt+. 214 t\lnWt-. 353 Alt 
( 8. 46)  ( 3. 29)  ( 6.19)  ( 1. 96)  ( 2. 03) 
- .081 T1  - .038 T2  - .025 T3 
(12.1)  (8.50)  (4.90) 
R2  •  .970  a  •.0098  DW  =  1. 87  L =  143.039 
The  t-atatiatio in a  regression of  the residuals on  the square  of  the 
predicted value ia  6 and  all t-statistios of  residuals  regressed on 
the  first  four  lags  of  residuals  are  below  unity  except  for  Ut-3 
wbioh  is  1.2  With  respeot  to  (eq.Cl),  (eq.C3)  has  the  same 
explanatory power  with  8  parameters  instead of  13.  Still the size of 
p.1  and  12  ia  troublesome  and  we  can  certainly  not  rule  out  the 
possibility of  some  Ddsspeoifioation. -26-
5  ..  The  Effeote of Inoome  Expeotatione 
s.1.  We  now  turn to the  incorporation of inoa. expectations in our 
consumption/saving model.  The  argument  ie  that  the  long  run  equili-
brium relationship between  consumption  and  inaa.e holds if inoame  is 
expected to remain  constant  through  time.  If  the  oonsumer  expeota  a 
rise  (fall)  in  real  inoo•  his  consumption  (saving)  path  should 
immediately move  upwards  (downwards).  In other words  the linear rela-
tionship betYeen  lnC*  and  lnY  (or  lny)  can  only  represent  a  partial 
approximation to a  life oyole  model  sinoe  future  real  inoame  growth 
is excluded;  a  better  approximation  would  take  the  lifetime  pattern 
of  income  into  account.  From  these  arguments  one  oan  rationalise 
either the expected change  in the  level  of  real inoome  or the growth 
rate of  income  as variables affecting ~lnC.  We  shall try both. 
CASE  I 
Let  us suppose first that the  expected  level  of  real income  is 
the important variable.  Then  we  oan write  (24)  as 
llVt  = P.1  (V* t-1  - vt-1)  +  11-2  (V* t  - r t-1)  +  11-3  CtlnYt+1  - lnYt) 
+ Il ll tajt +  Ut  (29) 
But  from  (15) 
(30) 
and 
(31) 
where  n12  = n1  +  . 5  n2  and .ns..  -= -.Ds  +  • 5  u. .-and similarly for  the m' s. 
The  term~(.) in (29)  then becomes: 
tL3  CtlnYt+1  - lnYt)  = s  1  m12t  + s2  Dls4t  +  s3  n12t  +  s4  D54t  +  &s  lllnYt-1 
(32) -27-
A speoial oase is s'  •  0  (i.e.S3-&4-& 5-o) which would  illply that 
only  the  frequencies  relating  to  expectations  are  relevant,  while 
other  restrictions  worth  testing are  s  •  0  (S 5-o)  and,  especially, 
& 4=6~ 3 /5 1  which  corresponds  (« 11u 5-u' 11u' 5  with  s-w.')  to  the  case 
where  expectations  and  perceptions  my  he  represented  br  the  euae 
function. 
CASE  II 
The  second  oase  ooours  when  it is  expectations  of  the  growth 
rate in real income that affects ~lnC so that  (24) is specified as: 
llVt  =  P.1  (V* t-1  - Vt-1)  +  11-2  (V* t  - V* t-1)  +  11-3  (tlllnYt•1  - fllnYt) 
+  I  :J  l:J &jt + Ut  ( 33 ) 
Using previous results,  we  have 
and 
80 that 
if consumers  perceived the recent change in income  correctly,  and 
otherwise.  But  since  lllnYt  already  enters  as  a  regressor  in  the 
consumption  function  it is  unlikely  that  (34)  and  (35)  could  be 
distinguished empirically.  Thus  we  may  set •'  equal  to  zero  without 
lost of generality. If in addition u =  u'  then  (34)  and  (35)  become -28-
so that,  in contrast with  oase  I,  frequencies  are  sUbtracted rather 
than added. 
CASE  III 
It is worth noting that these specifications permit one  to test 
the use of the survey data to •asure expectatiou against the use of 
a  rational expectations inoome  forecasting soheme.  If .x  •  •'  •  0  with 
& •  0,  then  ,  after re-arrangement,  the consumption function yields 
~ln<; •  b0  +b1  lnCt_1  + bz  lnYt  +  bs  lnYt_1  + b4  lnYt-z  + other exog.+ ut 
(36) 
This  is  identical  to  the  peranent  inco•  hypothesis  with  ratioDal 
expectations  and  adjustment  costs  so  long  as  permanent  income  is 
generated either by  the autoregressive scheme 
or by  the "rational expectations"  formulation6 
and so long as et is unoorrelated with Ut 
s.z.  Starting  with  the  estimation  Yith  the  general  form  (27) 
together  with  (32)*  we  found  again  that  the  real  interest  rate 
appears  as  an  irrelevant  regressor.  With  the  exception  of  51,  the 
coefficients  of  the  survey  are  clearly  insignificant  so  that  s. ·  ==  0 
(& 3  =54 = 55 = 0)  was  imposed.  It might  well  be  that  the rejection of 
•.  •  0  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  perception  of  past  change  is 
already  captured  by  the  dynamics  of  the  consumption  function. 
Conditionally  on  1t'  ==  0*  ~ is positive  but  however  not  significant. 
There  is clearly a  strong  collinearity  between  52  and  the  constant 
term.  Indeed  imposing  B0  ==  0  yields  a  negative  (and  significant) 
value  for  ~ but at  the  cost  of  a  dramatic drop in the value  of  the 
6  of.  Muellbauer  (1981) -29-
est:iatecl •ziawD for  the  log likelihood funotion so that we  prooeecl 
br ooutrailling ~ to be zero.  The  interpretation of  ( 24)  now  heooae 
that  the  aurrent  growth  rate  of  ooDSU~~ption increases  whenever  Dlut 
(the weighted number  of people expecting an increase in their  inooae) 
ezoeeds  sa~e oollltant  threshold.  In any  oase.  the  hypothesis  of  the 
statistical irrelevance of the survey data is strongly rejected. 
Next,  taking previous results into aooount,  we  impose  a  unitary 
income  elasticity and  replace At  by At  together with the  constraints 
82  •  85  •  0.  We  note  that  this  ilaplies an even  lower  value  of  86  and 
therefore a  mdnor  - but empirically iaportant - oorreotion of  inoame 
(slightly more  then  11  per  quarter  on  average).  Also  the  relative 
prioe effect  now  has  the  oorreot  sign  and  plays  a  role  in  the  long 
run  equilibrium  rather  than  only  in  the  short-run  as  before.  The 
insignificant value of  ~  suggests that  the  incorporation of expecta-
tions  renders  the  our  rent  change  in  equilibrium  super£  luous.  This 
amounts  to  dropping  the  term  11-2  (  ~lnYt  - 82  ~lnlft)  simplifying  the 
110del  to 
hlnCt •  p,1(80  + 82ln1ft-t  + lnYt-l  - lnCt_1 )  +  ~lnAt+ ~lnWt +  61m 12t 
+ seasonal dummies 
!his is our final  equation  [equation  (p)  in tables  III and  IV]  whioh 
can  be  esti.JDated  by  ordinary  least-squares  for  a  fixed  value  of  S6• 
For  instance with S6  •  • 075  one gets: -30-
6ln<; •  -.  013  +  1. 527  ( lny - lnC)t-l  - . 034  lnWt-l  - 4. 582  AlnAt 
(6.14)  (9.57)  (2.01)  (1.25) 
-.  659  Ait  +  . 295  m 12t  - . 085  T1t  - . 044  !2t - . 025  T3t 
(6.13)  (6.87)  (16.7)  (11.9)  (6.84) 
R2  •  .980  8  - .0080  Dlf  - 2.22  L c  151.681 
TABLE  III.  Log  Likelihoods for Parameter Restriotions 
model  L  Irt. 
(j)  unrestricted  159.458 
(k)  e 4  =  >...  =  o  159.332  .252  (2) 
(1)  as  (k)  & 1t'  = 0  156.061  6.542  (3) 
(m)  as  (1)  & ~ - 0  154.441  3.240  (1) 
(n)  as  (m)  & B 2=B5=0;81=1;+B6;A->A  152.773  3.336  (2) 
(o)  as  (n)  & l3  = 0  152.316  .914  (1) 
(p)  as  (o)  &  11-2  = 0  151.717  1.145  (1) 
(q)  as  (p)  &  .B0  = 0;  ~ = o  145.061 
(r)  as  (k)  with oase II  152.316  14.032  (2) 
(s)  as  (k)  with case  III  (cx=«'=O)  144.287  30.090  (4) 
notes  : 
.l'zt  •  twice  the  difference  of the  log  11teliboods  which  is distrib\tted  as  12 with 
the  degrees  of  freedom  between  brackets;  critical  val•s  of 12  at  s•  (1')  for  1, 
2  and  3  d.  of.  f. :  3. 84  (6. 63),  5. 99  (9.21),  7. 81  (11.34).  Also  note  that  (n)  11 
nested  with  respect  to  (a)  as  Alnlt  •  AlnAt  + It· -31-
Final Remarks. 
One  of  the •jor conclusions  of  this  research  is  that  there 
see• to  exist  a  Datural  degree  of  pessimism  in the  survey  sample. 
Empirically  those  reporting a  perceived  increased in their  fiDADcial 
situation receive a  higher weight in the forecast  of aggregate  income 
from  the survey data. 
The  survey data also appears as ah important deter.mdnant  in the 
modelling  of  aggregate  household  behaviour,  the  short-run  rate  of 
growth  of  total  consumption  being  significantly  influenced  by  the 
proportion  of  people  expecting  an  increase  in  their  income.  This 
latter variable  turns  out  to  be  empirically  superior  to  alternative 
expectations schemes. 
However  our  results are not  satisfactory in several aspects.  We 
originally started this research using  the  sample  74:2  - 83:IV.  Four 
additional  observations  and,  especially,  the  successive  revisions  in 
the  official statistics  have  considerably changed  the  values  of  the 
coefficients  (i.e.  increased  their  size)  and  altered  the  results  of 
some  of  our tests  (  p..1  = 0  and  ~ = 0  instead  of  5 1  = 0  with  ~ <  0) 7. 
Quite  clearly,  these  revisions  provoked  an  increase  in  the  colli-
nearity  between  the  variables  and  modified- their  temporal  profile, 
the latter especially for personal savings. 
For  these reasons  we  wonder  by  how  much  our  results are  sample 
specific and  by  how  much  they suffer from  mdsspecifioation  problems. 
In particular,  the  evolution of  assets  may  have  been  badly  measured 
and  also  dropping  simltaneously  all  fourth  order  la-gs  of  the 
1  As  a  (weak)  test  of  stability,  we  have  reestiated  equation  (p} 
using  the  last  two  years  for  prediction.  The  ratio  of  the  sum  of 
squares of  the residuals for those eight observations  to  the variance 
of  the variance of the regression is 9.  which  should  be  compared  with 
the z2(l) value  :  15.5  (5%). -32-
variables  may  have  been  too  restrictive.  Revertheleee  at  leut  one 
result  appears  robust,  naJDely,  the  atatistioal  illportanoe  of  the 
survey data when  household.'- income  expectations are incorporated  in 
the aggregate savings/consumption function and,  after all,  the analy-
sis of its possible influence was  our main purpose 
Apart  from  the  result  that  the  survey  data  appears  to  be 
inforative  in  explaining  aggregate  personal  oonswaption  data,  one 
interesting findings  is  that  in  the  short  run  consumers  overcorrect 
their  behaviour  in  response  to  changes  in  the  exogenous  variables. 
This  result is contrary to that  found  by  most  other  researchers  who 
work  with data in annual changes  (with 4th order lags).  However it is 
not  logically  (nor  empirically')  inconsistent  with  those  studies. 
Indeed  individual  Is  may  well  adjust  to  a  new  equilibrium  within  a 
year  but  with  an  adjustment  path  involving  initial  overreaction. 
There  appear  to  be  quite  well  founded  arguments  supporting  this 
hypothesis.  Firstly many  policies or ohanges  in the environment  seeas 
to  have  an  announcement  effect.  For  example  during  the  oil  price 
hikes  of  1973-4 and 1978,  .. ooDDDOn  observation" was  that the  iDIDediate 
response  of  domestic  motorists  was  to  radically  reduoe  or  eliminate 
pleasure  motorinq  completely.  Indeed  some  European  countries  for  a 
short  period  banned  Sunday  motorinq  by  domestic  oars.  Similarly 
excise duty increases in alcohol and tobacco often generate  immediate 
sharp  falls  in  consumption.  But  then  over  the  next  few  months 
consumption  increases  again  as  individuals  achieve  a  "general 
equilibrium adjustment"  to  the  new  set  of  relative  prices.  Several 
rationalizations  of  this  announcement  effect  are  possible.  Firstly, 
if  individual  Is  have  highly  regressive  expectations  believing that 
changes in exogenous variables are likely to be  reversed then it pays 
to alter quantities  bought  or sold dramatically to tate advantage  of 
current  favourable  market  conditions  or  to  avoid  the  effects  of 
current adverse conditions.  Secondly it may  well be  that in the short 
8  One  can  easily  construct  a  numerical  example  where  the  data  in 
quarterly changes is characterized by a  short  run  overreaction (with, 
let  say,  p,1 = 1. 5)  but  yielding  the  traditional  adjustment  scheme 
~1 <  1) when  estimated with a  fourth order lags specification. -33--
tem a  fom  of  liquidity  ooutraint  operates;  if  sa.e  dewnd8  or 
supplies are for fixed nominal  quantities in the short run,  then all 
adjustments to nOIIi.nal  inoome  changes  is pushed  into  a  aall DUJDber 
of commodities.  In the short  ter.a aggregate personal saving may  well 
be  largely  fixed  in  nominal  ten.;  in  a  period  of  inflation  and 
falling  real  inoOJDes,  the  budget  constraint  oan  foroe  apparent 
overreaction of real consumption  to real inoame  ohaDqes.  It ee..s to 
us  that  short run  overreaction is an  interesting phenomenon  with  an 
empirical foundation and  that it justifies further research. -34-
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